
Enable Real Time PPE Identification on Edge 
Devices with Higher Accuracy & Lower Latency
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Introduction 
Computer vision (CV) is already transforming manufacturing processes, with numerous 
applications such as quality inspection, safety monitoring, defect detection, supply chain 
management, and more. CV-based solutions deliver the intelligence to simplify processes, drive 
new efficiencies, and empower faster decision-making.

However, AI developers are still facing challenges in the development and deployment of such 
solutions. Inability to run real-time inference, high false alarms due to low model accuracy, and 
inability to deploy on CPUs or edge devices are just some of the barriers to production faced by 
AI teams today. 

With Deci, you can boost your models’ performance and maximize hardware utilization to 
deliver accurate and cost-efficient inference on cloud or edge devices. Below is a case study of a 
manufacturing solutions provider that was able to significantly improve its model’s accuracy 
and latency resulting in better inspection quality and scalable deployment on edge devices.
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The Solution
The team used the Deci platform and its Neural Architecture Search engine to develop a 
custom object detection model that delivered increased throughput and lower latency, while 
also significantly improving the accuracy. The company was able to deploy the model on a wide 
range of hardware environments and enhance its safety PPE identification solution. By using 
Deci the company minimized their development risk and effort and was able to expand its 
offering faster.

The Challenge
A company enabling manufacturers to digitally transform operations with a connected, 
IoT-native, no-code platform sought to enhance the safety personal protective equipment (PPE) 
identification offering of their platform by improving the model’s accuracy and latency on CPUs 
and other resource constrained edge devices.

The company’s needed to deploy their models on a wide range of old generation CPUs such as 
Intel Cascade Lake CPU and Intel Tiger Lake CPU among others, in order to utilize existing 
server infrastructure. However, their object detection model was not achieving the desired 
accuracy and latency on such CPUs.
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80% Shorter Dev Time



For more information, visit
deci.ai

BOOK A DEMOAbout Deci

Deci enables deep learning to live up to its true potential by using AI to build better AI. With Deci’s 
platform, AI developers can easily build, optimize, and deploy highly accurate and efficient models to any 
environment including cloud, edge, and mobile. Leading enterprises are using Deci to boost their deep 
learning models’ performance, shorten development cycles, enable new use cases on edge devices, and 
reduce computing costs.

Build Better Models Faster with Deci’s 
Deep Learning Development Platform

The Deci platform is used by data scientists and machine learning engineers 
to build, optimize, and deploy highly accurate and efficient models to 
production. Teams can easily develop production grade models and gain 
unparalleled accuracy and speed tailored for any performance targets and 
hardware environment.

Deci is powered by AutoNAC (Automated Neural Architecture Construction), 
the most advanced and commercially scalable Neural Architecture Search 
engine in the market. AutoNAC performs a multi-constraints search to find 
the architecture that delivers the highest accuracy for any performance 
targets and hardware environment. 

Go from data to production in days. 
Automate model selection and 
optimization. Eliminate dev risks, 
guarantee success, and reach 
production faster.

Simplify Development and 
Shorten Time to Market

Make the most of your current 
hardware or move to one that’s 
more affordable. Enable inference 
on edge devices or cut up to 80% 
of your cloud compute costs.

Improve Hardware Utilization  
and Reduce Inference Cost

Improve latency and throughput, 
and reduce model size by up to 5x 
while maintaining or improving 
the model’s accuracy.

Run Real Time Inference to 
Detect Defects as They Happen

By Using Deci’s Platform You Can:

For more information, visit deci.ai

Book a Demo

Benchmark your models’ inference performance across 

multiple hardware types with Deci’s online hardware 

fleet. Get actionable insights and select the optimal 

hardware.

Automate Model 
Benchmarking

Train models with SuperGradients. Leverage custom recipes 

and advanced training techniques (e.g., knowledge distillation, 

quantization-aware training) with one line of code.

Gain Superior Performance 
with Custom Architectures 

Build accurate & efficient architectures tailored to your 

hardware and application’s performance targets with 

Deci’s AutoNAC engine.

Easily compile and quantize your models (FP16/INT8) 

and evaluate different production settings with a click of 

a button. 

Deploy your models with Infery, Deci’s simple-to-use, unified, 

model inference API. Streamline deployment and boost serving 

performance with parallelism and concurrent execution. 

Compatible with multiple frameworks and hardware types.

Simplify Runtime 
Optimization 

Maximize Accuracy with 
Advanced Training Techniques 

Easily Find the Best 
Hardware for the Job

Easily measure and compare the performance of various 

models on your inference hardware.

Streamline Deployment 
with 3 Lines of Code

Main Capabilities Overview

https://deci.ai/
https://deci.ai/schedule-demo/
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